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WELCOME TO OUR FEAL NEWSLETTER
2020
Well, what a year this has been for the entire world. Who would have thought back in March
when we held a coffee information morning in our local Heydour Village Hall a week later we
would all be in lockdown because of a Covid-19 pandemic. The coffee morning was a great
success, thanks to all that gave up their time to, help, make cakes and attend. Hopefully in
different times we will be able to hold another one.

At the beginning of the year we had great news that we had been successful with our bid to the
Big Lottery Reaching Communities Grant with a 3 year grant to fund specific projects for people
living with dementia, adults with additional needs, bereavement and palliative care support.
Sadly, this work has all been put on hold but with the support from the Big Lottery we will be
able to commence when things get back to some sort of normality. 2020 has been a year for a
new language for us all to learn and figure out how to work in different ways. As an
organisation we felt very passionate about keeping connections and being able to support and
share our space with some of our client groups and volunteers who were unable to come to
Foxdale in person. With the support of the Reaching Communities team and the Government
Funding we were given the opportunity to continue our work in a virtual world, with reflective,
walks, art projects and the support of Dr. Vivien Rushmere, Consultant Clinical Psychologist
and her therapy dog Petra for one day a week. As always we would all like to convey our
special thanks to Gill and Nigel Wild for their ongoing support and use of Foxdale facilities,
without which Feal would not exist, the Trustees and everyone who supports us. From all of us
at FEAL we hope you all have a peaceful Christmas and New Year and look forward to
having an opportunity to be together again face to face.
Tracy & The FEAL Team

Message from the Trustees

Mike Wentworth

Mary MacDonald

Pieter Rieder

Mike, Mary and Pieter congratulate Tracy and her team for navigating FEAL through the crazy year of
2020. Although clients have been unable to visit Foxdale, they have continued to be supported via
Zoom and video sessions. Therefore, many clients have been able to feel involved in the life of the
horses and the beauty of Foxdale throughout the seasons.
We know that all involved with FEAL hope for an early resumption of normal activities soon and we wish
everyone a very peaceful Christmas and a much happier 2021.

FEAL Welcomed Dr. Vivien Rushmere and Petra to the Team
With thanks to the Government and Reaching Communities Big Lottery Awards Dr Vivien Rushmere
joined the FEAL Team in Spring 2020, after working for 27 years in Child and Adolescent Mental
health Services in the NHS, as a Clinical Psychologist.
Vivien has had links with Tracy Wilson professionally for many
years. Over the last 5 years, the FEAL team and Vivien have
worked collaboratively to support groups of young people with
complex mental health difficulties. FEAL worked its magic for many
young people!
From a young age Vivien has been very fond of horses. During her
career Vivien has developed a special interest in animal therapy,
specifically focussing on Equine Assisted Therapy, before
becoming united with her beloved therapy dog Petra! Petra and
Vivien have worked together for a number of years now, in a variety
of settings. Vivien will be working one day a week over the winter
with FEAL, supporting both staff and clients.
“It has been an absolute pleasure being given the opportunity to join
the FEAL team. I have so enjoyed being able to get to know the
volunteers over the last few months (via Zoom and what’s App)
what a wonderful team of people. It is exciting so be part of this
friendly, kind and creative group. I am so looking forward to
meeting the volunteers in person. when we are through COVID-19!”

ART Projects with Maple Leaf Care Home
Karen Kowzan Volunteer
In the midst of a worldwide international pandemic affecting 50.9 million with 1.26 million deaths, who
would've thought that such a small charity namely FEAL could be so inventive with helping those in
care.
I have been lucky to discover FEAL hidden but not invisible in the Lincolnshire countryside. Covid has
stopped clients from visiting FEAL to share the tranquillity and antics of four retired horses and
stunning views. So answering FEAL's shout out for ideas on possible ways to enrich our clients
shutdown lives, it occurred to me that perhaps my art background could be put to the test.
I joined this caring friendly team just over a year ago and had not met any clients as I had to prove my
commitments by doing stable work i.e. cleaning and mucking out-not really my forte!
Anyway it seemed a good escape to offer up some art lessons. Photos of the participants speak out we
have done collages creating a room of our choice, designed our own ideal garden done wax crayon
rubbings using the patterns on flower templates and printed with vegetables to create stained-glass
windows representing harvest festival. All materials were sent to the care home via email for our
zoom sessions and the horses joined in too. The clients were lovely and produced rewarding happy
colourful and fun work. Next we are talking big as we intend to create a mural using their masterpieces
somewhere in the care home. That is our post pandemic prize and something to look forward to.
Karen

Connecting with our volunteers, the horses and nature here at Foxdale

Debbie Wakeham Volunteer
My experience as volunteer at FEAL has been very different this
year. Lots of lows and highs. After six months of not being able to
attend FEAL due to COVID restrictions, I with Brocky (canine
volunteer) returned adhering to all the guidelines where I feel very
privileged to be able to do so.
Unfortunately most of our volunteers could not return so once a
week we hold a virtual meeting at FEAL, where everyone gets the
opportunity to see the environment and the horses, and also to talk
each other and share their experience of living with lockdown.
For me it has been a very positive experience getting to really know
and learn about each other in a completely different way, where
volunteer colleagues have become good friends.

These virtual sessions have given me the opportunity to
facilitate Mindfulness Exercises. Working with the horses and
the environment to bring people into the here and now. To
enable them to visualise themselves here at FEAL, to set
aside time for themselves even if just for a few minutes, where
hopefully volunteers and clients are able to still feel connected
to FEAL and each other. I have loved my time here at FEAL
this year it’s been a real tonic, but I can’t wait to welcome both
volunteers and clients back for face to face sessions.

Carolyn Ashwin Volunteer - Lockdown in Spain
Hi, those of you that have met me are aware that I spend most of the year on the east coast of
Spain....lucky me! However, I love to come back to Lincolnshire for 3-4 months over the summer when I
have a wonderful time catching up with my lovely friends and family but a huge part of my life here is my
involvement with FEAL as a volunteer.
Well, it wasn't to be this year! With the onset of the pandemic Spain closed into a VERY strict
lockdown with the Guardia Civil patrolling streets, we all had to abide by the rules or risk a substantial
fine! Some people thought it harsh but for me it felt safe and we knew exactly what was expected of us.
Being a bit of a home bird, I actually enjoyed having time to potter around at home, spending most of
my time outdoors, gardening, playing guitar, studying Spanish, being part of an online choir or sitting on my covered
terrace just being in the moment.
But my absolute saviour was my happy, funny, lively and
utterly adorable little rescue dog Nela. We have had so
much fun doing games based training and learning new
tricks and never a day went by or still does when
she doesn't make me laugh and smile and I just can't wait
for you all to meet her.
I have also benefited from the regular weekly contact with
my FEAL family via zoom, spending time with the horses
and being at one with the beautiful outdoors.
Stay safe everyone and hopefully see you next summer!!

Connecting with Nature in a Pandemic
Connecting with nature seems to have been immensely important for many people this year!
For those lucky enough to have gardens, or who can walk in local parks, or access the countryside it has been invaluable. For many others they have had to reply on watching and connecting
with nature through TV or social media. It seems that connecting with nature has never been so appreciated as much as this year.
Seeing the seasons come and go has given a sense of calm continuity. Despite the chaos and turmoil
of this year – nature with its steady pace and rhythm has quietly moved through the seasons. This has
been surprisingly reassuring and comforting for many.
We have been fortunate to share some of this virtually offering supportive reflective sessions for Care
Homes, Carers, in partnership with Carers First and the members, staff and volunteers from South
Lincs Dementia Support Square Hole Group. It hasn’t been the same as our face to face sessions but it
has been wonderful to share some smiles and keep a connection with them all.
We will be continuing with these sessions until more normal times. Please contact us if you or you
know anyone who might benefit or be interested in joining us.

Ashdene Care Home Sleaford
How do we describe FEAL at Ashdene and how it feels to us, I would say that we have been so well
supported by the Team at Feal you can feel the warmth and happiness come through the screen when
we virtually visit, it's like a warm welcome hug!
It means the world to us that we can virtually visit it makes us feel like there's something normal in this
bizarre world at the moment. It sparks conversation and memories that can then go on all afternoon
and although our residents might forget the actual activity they retain the happy feeling, this then has a
knock on effect with health and wellbeing. So to the entire team from all the residents at Ashdene we
thank you and from all the staff (Ashdene Angels) thank you for being a bright light at the end of a very
dark tunnel also known as 2020!!
Take care and stay safe
Jilly Hunt Manager

What’s App Media and ZOOM Weekly Support

Our small team of Volunteers here at FEAL have been spread out both locally and as far as
Norfolk and Spain this year. Like so many people many have had their own personal
experiences of the impact from Covid 19. with family members to shield or themselves.
Some have felt anxious, isolated and low in mood at times. To help support our team we set
up a weekly zoom meeting, in an attempt to bring the horses, nature and the outdoors to
them. We have shared, quiet reflective times, smiles and ideas to support each other .
We have also been sharing own encounters and appreciation of nature though a What’s App
Group. Growing our flowers, vegetables and plants in the spring, enjoying the sunshine of
Summer, colours of Autumn and now Spring bulbs inside to cheer our Winter days. We
thought it may be nice to share some of our photos of nature with you. It’s amazing what you
can see, hear, smell and touch when you actually stop for a moment.

What became very evident was that Emma Hughes a FEAL volunteer has a particular
interest and talent for photography. We particularly appreciated her varied and beautiful photography of her encounters with nature. Thank you Emma!

FUNDRAISING EVENTS AND NEWS
Big news we have finally managed to successfully launch our first
website…. Follow the link and have a look at some of our work:
https://fealc.org.uk/
Thank you to Antonia Whittaker for supporting and building our
website.

There hasn’t been a lot of opportunity for fundraising this year a but a big shout out to all of our
supporters. We have had donations from individuals and other charitable organisations, monthly
donations, Aviva Crowd Funder, South Kesteven weekly Lottery sales, Easy Fundraising
donations , Amazon Smile and now the Co-op Members Fund again.
We have been extremely fortunate to have had the full support from the Big Lottery Reaching
Communities Grants and
Government Covid 19 Support, without which we would probably
have not survived financially. They have enabled us to continue with our work in different ways
and plan for future work in the New Year with key workers and people affected by Long Covid.
We also had a small grant from South Kesteven Council to support our virtual technology.
We had a request for a special Christmas Present this year to
Sponsor a FEAL pony. The pony chosen was Fern for Millie.
Poor Fern has had ongoing health problems. With the need for
special hoof support and medication each day so it was great
that this was requested and will contribute to her ongoing costs.
A great idea and we are very appreciative, especially Fern. if
anyone else would like to sponsor a FEAL horse and pony, we would be very happy to send 6
monthly updates on what they have been up to. Please feel free to contact me.
During the long periods of isolation one of our very talented and creative volunteers, came and
completed some sketches, they were so beautiful and she has given permission for us to have

them made into cards. Thank you Karen Kowzan
If you are interested in purchasing them they are priced at £1.50 each or £4.00 for 3 cards.
You can contact Tracy
We are so grateful to everyone who continues to support our work and take an interest. Many
Thanks.

THERE ARE FOUR EASY WAYS TO CONTINUE TO SUPPORT FEAL
What is AmazonSmile?
AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon that lets customers
enjoy the same wide selection of products, low prices, and convenient
shopping features as on amazon.co.uk. The difference is that when
customers shop through the URL smile.amazon.co.uk, Amazon will
donate 0.5% of the net purchase price (excluding VAT, returns and
shipping fees) of eligible purchases to the charitable organisations
selected by customers.
To Support Foxdale Equine Assisted Learning CIO everytime you shop.
Visit https://smile.amazon.co.uk/ch/1180657-0

Do you shop online? Do it through easyfundraising.org.uk
and raise a free donation for Foxdale Equine Assisted
Learning CIO every time you shop!
https://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/fealcio/
We are one of the local causes supported by Lottery SK you can buy a lottery ticket for £1
and have a chance of winning £25,000 each week .
There have been quite a few of Foxdale supporters who
have won prizes you have to be in it to win it. https://
www.lotterysk.co.uk/support/foxdale-equine-assistedlearning

You can support us by registering your local Co-op Members card and supporting Foxdale as your local
cause it only takes a few minutes. And the Co-op are supporting us for the whole year.
When Members buy Co-op branded products and services, the Co-op will give 1% to a local cause. Your support
can help raise more for causes in your community. Go online coop.co.uk/membership and make us your cause.
Your support will benefit your community by 1% of the purchase price or cost of Co-op own branded goods and
services purchased by Co-op Members will be donated to local good causes as chosen by you.

How To Contact Us
For more information about our services and facilities.
Foxdale Equine Assisted Learning Centre, Foxdale, Mill Lane,
Oasby, Grantham, Lincolnshire. NG32 3NA
T: 07980 783321 Email: tracy.wilson@equineassistedqualifications.com
Face book : www.facebook.com/fealcio/ Website: https://fealc.org.uk/

